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A Report on 

Covid-19 Pandemic Awareness Programme 

along with Mask distribution in the adopted Villages 

 
 
 
     B N College has organised a series of Awareness Campaign on Pandemic Covid-19 and Mask 

distribution Programme in its five adopted villages viz Asharikandi, Madaikhali, Matiabog, Birsing 

Pt I and Debottar Hasdah Pt V under the Unnat Bharat Abhiyaan Sponsored by Ministry of Human 

Resource Development, Govt. of India. On Sunday, 11th of October, two teams from BN College 

visited Birshing Part I and Debottar Hasdah Part V, one each. The first team that visited Birshing Part 

I was led by the Extension Cell, BN College and around 150 peoples participated in the programme, 

whereas in Debottar Hasdah, the team was led by the NCC Unit and approximately 300 people were 

present in the programme.  

   

  

Photos from Birsing and Debottar Hasdah 

 

       Again on 18th October, the Extension Cell along with the Principal, BN College visited the other 

remaining villages. First the team visited Matiabog and then Asharikandi and Madaikhali combined. 
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At Matiabog around 120 peoples were present in the programme while in the combined programme 

of Asharikandi and Madaikhali around 350 people were present.  

  

Photos from Matiabog, Asharikandi and Madaikhali 

      

The main motto of these programmes was to create Covid-19 awareness among the villagers and 

mask distribution. Moreover   to inform the villager that their villages is being adopted under the 

Unnat Bharat Abhiyaan, Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India, and to make 

them familiar about the schemes that comes under Unnat Bharat Abhiyaan. The programmes were 

quite successful. Many of the villagers actively participated in the programme and discussed upon 

their problems in agriculture, finance, women literacy etc. Some of the topics that were raised are 

agriculture in wetlands, mushroom cultivation, pearl cultivation, women literacy camp etc. 
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